Release: 23rd March 2021

2020 was best year yet for utility-scale solar
Official figures released today by Wiki-Solar confirm 2020 as another record year with over 50 GWAC
– about 65 GWP – of new utility-scale solar brought online worldwide, taking the cumulative total
over 270 GWAC. Renewed momentum in the USA, Spain and Australia were major contributors, while
China and India had a relatively quieter year.

Countries with over 1 GWAC of cumulative installed capacity

The top three countries in cumulative capacity remain unchanged, though the USA came close to
overtaking China in new installations for the year. But there are many risers and fallers lower down
the table.
The UK’s position as #4 for several years looks a distant memory as Spain, Japan, Germany, Australia
and Mexico have all surged past, with Vietnam and France queuing up to follow. Spain rises to #4
after an impressive year, thanks to a burst of unsubsidised plants including ACS Group’s EscatrónChiprana-Samper project at 730-MWAC and Iberdrola’s 500-MW Núñez de Balboa. Remember Spain
was the world’s top country in 2009-2012, but had slumped to #7 by 2017-2019.
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Another climber was Australia, as it gradually overcomes connection problems to bring new capacity
online – with a significant pipeline of further projects to follow. Lower down the table, the
Netherlands also doubled its utility-scale capacity as new SDE+ projects came on stream.
Joining the UK on the way down are Italy and Canada where new installations have tailed off in the
2020’s.
Early indications are that 2021 could be yet another record year, provided that India manages to
complete its many tendered projects as planned. The USA is shaping up for a further bumper year,
while Spain has now joined the 10-GW club.
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Notes for editors:
[1]

This release on the utility-scale solar market is available here:
http://wiki-solar.org/library/public/210323_Year-end_2020_utility_solar figures.pdf

[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]

Wiki-Solar defines ‘utility-scale solar’ as 4 MWAC and above (≈5MWP for PV; ≈ electricity for
1,500 households in Europe) see: http://wiki-solar.org/data/glossary/utility-scale.html.
‘Solar Photovoltaic Projects in the mainstream power market’ was published in 2012.
Wiki-Solar is the leading authority on utility-scale solar with a database covering over 15,000
utility-scale solar projects, of which about two-thirds are operational. All figures are based on
the AC export rating of operational plants. Projects under development are excluded until
they have been commissioned.
New installed capacity by continent is shown in this graph:

New annual installed capacity by continent
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